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From the dean
Dear Graduates,

Congratulations to the Michigan Ross Class of 2022! I am honored to celebrate with you and recognize your tremendous achievement. I admire the focus, hard work, and unwavering dedication that have brought you to this moment. You have persevered through many challenges and I know that the qualities you have demonstrated in your time at Ross will serve you well as you set out to make a positive impact in the world.

Through your academic achievements, your action-based learning experiences, your leadership in clubs and organizations, and your many other activities, you have already made important contributions that resonate beyond our campus. It is my hope that you will continue this momentum as you take the next step in your careers and transform what you have learned and experienced into creative solutions to complex business and social challenges. You have the power to drive change and innovation in these challenging times. You possess the passion, entrepreneurial spirit, acumen, and drive to make it happen. Of this I am confident.

You now join an esteemed network of more than 54,000 Ross graduates and over 645,000 University of Michigan alumni living in 179 countries. Michigan Ross alumni are known for being high-achieving leaders who bring people together and strive to bring out the best in themselves and others. They have a deep commitment to their fellow alums through an unrelenting school spirit and a loyalty that extends well beyond graduation. The power of the Ross experience forever unites you, and I encourage you to stay connected and think of your fellow alumni as an invaluable support system and integral part of the next chapter in your lives.

You have played a vital role in furthering our school’s mission with your impactful ideas, unique perspectives, and steadfast commitment to making real change happen; and for that, we thank you. I encourage you to keep striving for excellence and serve as shining examples of what it means to be the leaders and best.

On behalf of the entire Michigan Ross community, I wish you continued success in all your personal and professional pursuits.

Francine Lafontaine
Interim Dean
William Davidson Professor of Business Administration
Professor of Business Economics and Public Policy
Stephen M. Ross School of Business | University of Michigan
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order of exercises
STUDENT WELCOME
Whitney Pollard // MBA ’22

PLATFORM PARTY PROCESSIONAL
“Crown Imperial” by William Walton

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner” by Francis Scott Key

GREETING AND INTRODUCTION OF ELECTED STUDENT SPEAKERS
Francine Lafontaine // Interim Dean

STUDENT REMARKS
Keith Johnstone // BBA ’22
Onyekachi Ezirike // MBA ’22

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STUDENT AWARD RECIPIENTS
Francine Lafontaine // Interim Dean

RECOGNITION OF PhD GRADUATES
Tom Buchmueller // Senior Associate Dean, Faculty and Research

INTRODUCTION OF KEYNOTE COMMENCEMENT REMARKS
Francine Lafontaine // Interim Dean

REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES
Brad Keywell // Founder and Executive Chairman of Uptake Technologies

RECOGNITION OF DEGREES
Francine Lafontaine // Interim Dean
  Master of Business Administration
  Master of Accounting
  Master of Management
  Master of Supply Chain Management
  Bachelor of Business Administration

CLOSING REMARKS
Francine Lafontaine // Interim Dean

“THE VICTORS”

FACULTY RECESSIONAL
“It is requested that the audience remain standing during the recessional.”

“Pomp and Circumstance” by Sir Edward Elgar
Whitney Pollard // MBA ’22

Whitney Pollard earned her bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Prairie View A&M University, and her master’s in industrial and systems engineering from North Carolina A&T State University. She previously worked in the manufacturing industry as a production and continuous improvement leader. While at Michigan Ross, Whitney held leadership roles in the Black Business Student Association, Open Road, and DEI Committee, as well as served as the MBA Council president. Upon graduation, she will join the Human Resources Development Program at Danaher in Indianapolis, IN.

DEGREE PROGRAM NAME READERS

Mike Atchoo ......................................................... WMBA
Taylor Knoop ....................................................... WMBA
Alisa Maiville .................................................. EveMBA
David Maquera ................................................ EveMBA
Marissa Bialecki ............................................. OMBBA
Brad Kohlmeyer ............................................... OMBBA
Jutos Jakkachawadol ..................................... G MBA
Takeshi (T.K.) Kokubun ................................. G MBA
Mia Farnham .................................................. MBA
Christopher Fink ........................................... MBA
Dimitri Esteban Alejo Giraldo ..................... MBA
Eric Hopfenbeck ........................................ MBA
Jake Laird ........................................................ MBA
Nikolay Livshiz ................................................ MBA
Harshita Pilla ................................................ MBA
Eri Seguin ........................................................ MBA
Bryonna Thippen ........................................ MBA
Y.C. Wong ........................................................ MBA
Ben Glasco .................................................. MAcc
George Shara ................................................ MAcc
Win-Win Cheng ............................................ MM
Arielle Sturr .................................................. MM
Zachary Mansour ......................................... M SCM
Liang Su ........................................................... M SCM
Phoebe J. Block ........................................ BBA
Nakul Chadha .................................................. BBA
Ava Goldman ................................................ BBA
Priydarshini Gouthi ......................................... BBA
Christopher Hamama ................................ BBA
Joshua Klein ................................................ BBA
Alyson Koh ................................................ BBA
Kirsten Lam ................................................ BBA
Alec McAnelly ............................................. BBA
Ayesha Mohan ............................................... BBA
Elizabeth Randall ....................................... BBA
Blake Weissman ........................................... BBA
2022

Student Speakers
Keith Johnstone // BBA ’22

Keith Johnstone is a graduating BBA with concentrations in marketing and strategy. At Michigan Ross, he served as a peer coach for the Career Development Office and held leadership roles with the Sanger Leadership Center and Creatives of Color. After graduation, he will begin his career as a business analyst at McKinsey, where he interned last summer. Keith is deeply grateful to his mentors, specifically Dr. Mary Hinesly, Dr. Lareese Collins, Dr. Jade Burns, and Kirk Dedenbach. He thanks his family for inspiring him to do the right thing, even when it’s the hard thing.

Onyekachi Ezirike // MBA ’22

Onyekachi “Kachi” Ezirike earned his civil engineering degree from the University of Oklahoma, and went on to work as a structural engineer for a nuclear weapon testing and manufacturing facility in Amarillo, TX. During this time, he co-founded a non-profit organization aimed at helping minority students prepare for college. At Michigan Ross, he held leadership roles with Detroit Revitalization and Business, Design + Business, and the Black Business Student Association, while also serving as an Applebaum Impact Design Fellow. Kachi’s future plans include working with companies to use technology to create equity within marginalized communities.
2022

student awards

ROSS
Class of 2022 Recognition Awards

Student award recipients are selected by their graduating peers for being exemplary role models who display continuous dedication to the Ross School of Business.

**THE FRANK S. MORAN DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP AWARDS** are presented to two graduating students who have made outstanding contributions to improve the business school experience for students, staff, and faculty, and have been active in all aspects of the Michigan Ross community. One award is given to a student in a graduate program, and another award is given to a BBA student. Both are supported by a special endowment honoring Frank Sullivan Moran. Frank Moran was a successful business leader, philosopher, and educator who cared deeply about helping people.

**THE ROSS GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS** are presented annually to graduating students who have made exemplary contributions to their community—both at Michigan Ross and beyond. Each award recipient chooses the charity to which the award stipend will be donated. Conceived in 1998 by students of the Ross Global Citizenship Club, this award is supported by an endowment created through gifts from club members, students, faculty, staff, and alumni.

**THE MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARDS** recognize graduating students who have made impactful contributions and demonstrated outstanding achievement within the Master of Accounting, Master of Management, Master of Supply Chain Management, Global MBA, Online MBA, and Weekend MBA programs. The Sanger Leadership Center, which accelerates leader development through bold ideas, transformative experiences, and inclusive communities, is the sponsor of this award.
Frank S. Moran Leadership Awards

AMIRA HASSAN // BBA ’22
UNDERGRADUATE FRANK S. MORAN LEADERSHIP AWARD
Amira graduated with a concentration in sustainable strategy and environmental science. While completing her degree, she fulfilled the Erb Institute Undergraduate Business Sustainability Fellowship. Making the most of her Michigan Ross experience, she immersed herself in a number of academic and extracurricular activities, allowing her to form meaningful relationships with faculty, staff, and students. She would like to thank the Ross community.

WHITNEY POLLARD // MBA ’22
GRADUATE FRANK S. MORAN LEADERSHIP AWARD
Whitney earned her bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Prairie View A&M University, and her master’s in industrial and systems engineering from North Carolina A&T State University. She previously worked in the manufacturing industry as a production and continuous improvement leader. While at Michigan Ross, Whitney held leadership roles in the Black Business Student Association, Open Road, and DEI Committee, and served as the MBA Council president. Upon graduation, she will join the Human Resources Development Program at Danaher in Indianapolis, IN.

Michigan Ross Global Citizenship Community Service Awards

HABIB GBOLAHAN BELLO // BBA ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Habib is graduating with his Bachelor of Business Administration with a minor in community action and social change. Through his deep passion for diversity, equity, and inclusion, Habib hopes to inspire and empower others to battle the social injustices that are present in our everyday communities. A donation will be made in his name to Minority Rights Group International.

DIMITRI ESTEBAN ALEJO GIRALDO // MBA ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Dimitri was born and raised in Colombia. He earned bachelor degrees in chemical engineering and business administration from Universidad de los Andes, Colombia. Prior to Ross, he co-founded and led a SaaS company and worked as a brand manager for Uber. Upon graduation, he will work full-time on his non-profit organization, Creating Who You Are, which supports the awakening and creation of consciousness in Latin America. A donation will be made in his name to the Arsayian Foundation.
SIDDHANT BEHERA // MSCM ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Siddhant is a member of the Master of Supply Chain Management 2022 cohort. He admires his classmates’ uncompromised work ethic, unity, “never give up” attitude, and focus to always strive for diversity, equality, and inclusiveness. Prior to attending U-M, he was a marine engineer sailing across the three oceans, trading cargo at 88 ports in 27 countries. Siddhant is indebted to his parents and sister, the ships, officers, and crew from his sailing career, the amazing professors at Ross, and the phenomenal MSCM Class of 2022.

MARISSA BIALECKI // ONLINE MBA ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Marissa earned her bachelor’s degree in psychology from The George Washington University and subsequently built her marketing career in Washington, DC. While at Michigan Ross, Marissa was a Ross Leaders Academy Fellow, peer coach, and served as president of the Online MBA Council. She’d like to thank her parents, friends and classmates, professors, and the PTMBA program office for all of their support over the past two and a half years. After graduation, Marissa plans to pivot to the tech industry and work in product marketing.

SHON HARRIS // MM ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Shon is a devoted first-generation student who has been pursuing undergraduate and graduate studies at the University of Michigan. He met outstanding people, formed meaningful connections, and endeavored to experience life along the way. He is a prayer warrior who constantly works at being a better family member, friend, and citizen of the world.

TAYLOR KNOOP // WEEKEND MBA ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Taylor is a proud member of the Weekend MBA 2022 cohort and is awed by her classmates’ commitment to creating community with each other during the program. Currently, Taylor works with the Monitor Institute by Deloitte, which focuses on social impact strategy. Before coming to U-M, she worked in the non-profit space and earned her BA from The College of Wooster. Taylor is grateful for the support of her partner, Peter, their family and friends, and is indebted to her class co-conspirator, Mike Atchoo, and the extraordinary Weekend MBA Class of 2022.

TAKESHI (T.K.) KOKUBUN // GLOBAL MBA ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Raised in Tokyo, Japan, T.K. served as the class president of the Global MBA Program. He has demonstrated leadership and has dedicated himself to deepening engagement among classmates. After graduation, T.K. will pursue a career in accounting and finance with the strategic insights he learned during his MBA tenure.

GEORGE SHARA // MAcc ’22
MICHIGAN ROSS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Prior to attending Michigan Ross and obtaining a Master of Accounting, George graduated from NC State University with a BS in Accounting with a concentration in financial analysis and a minor in economics. Upon graduation, he will be working at PwC in Detroit, Michigan as a core assurance associate. In addition to his own hard work, he credits his amazing mother, father, and sister for helping him get to where he is today.
Neary Teaching Excellence Awards

The Neary Teaching Excellence Awards are selected by the student body in recognition of outstanding contributions to their academic learning experience at the Ross School of Business. The stipends that accompany the awards have been made possible by the generosity of the late Robert D. Neary, BBA ’55, and his wife, Janet E. Neary, AB ’54. Mr. Neary’s career spanned 38 years with Ernst & Young, and both he and Mrs. Neary remained involved with the University of Michigan after their graduations. The Nearys’ support of these awards affirmed their belief that teaching excellence is largely “the ability to make the pursuit of knowledge an exciting endeavor ... the kind of excitement that is contagious and long-lasting.”

ANOCHA ARIBARG
PhD TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD
Aribarg is an associate professor of marketing at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Her research interests involve fusing psychology and consumer behavior theories with Bayesian statistical and econometric modeling to draw unique insights that help solve current marketing problems.

RYAN BALL
ONLINE MBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD
A past recipient of U-M’s Golden Apple Award, Ball is a clinical assistant professor of accounting. His research focuses on two areas: Understanding how high-frequency economic activities affect and are affected by low-frequency accounting information, and the contracting and valuation roles of accounting information in debt markets.

DAMIAN BEIL
MSCM TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD
Beil is the area chair of technology and operations. He is also the Donald C. Cook Professor of Business Administration and professor of technology and operations. In his research, Beil develops mathematical models to analyze complex problems in sourcing.
CHENG GAO
**WEEKEND MBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Gao is the NBD Bancorp Assistant Professor of Business Administration and an assistant professor of strategy. His research focuses on strategy in nascent industries, technology and management, entrepreneurship, and nonmarket strategy.

DEREK HARMON
**MM TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Harmon is an assistant professor of strategy. His research is broadly concerned with how organizations manage relationships with key stakeholders (e.g., investors, employees, the media); drawing on theories from linguistics, sociology, and psychology to understand why certain organizational efforts succeed or fail.

MARY HINESLY
**BBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Dr. Hinesly is the area chair of business communications, as well as a professor of executive education, and lecturer of business communications. Her research focuses on digital transformation internally in organizations with cultural influences and business communication.

MICHAEL JENSEN
**GLOBAL MBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Jensen is a professor of strategy at Ross and an international research fellow at the Oxford University Centre for Corporate Reputation. His research focuses on the role of social structures in markets, including how status, reputation, and identity shape important competitive outcomes for organizations and individuals.

MAXIM SYTCH
**FULL-TIME MBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Sytch is a professor of management and organizations. His research focuses on how managers can execute without formal authority. He examines how managers can effectively manage and leverage relationships within and across organizational boundaries to enhance performance.

CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS
**MAcc TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
Williams is the faculty director of the Accounting PhD Program, a professor of accounting, a Clyne Crawford Teaching Fellow, and Michael and Joan Sakkinen Faculty Fellow. His research focuses on the role of accounting in debt contracting, banking, and risk.

DAVID W. WRIGHT
**EXECUTIVE MBA TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD**
David W. Wright (“Dr. Dave”) joined the Ross faculty in 1984 and retired to emeritus status on August 31, 2021. He is a certified public accountant and a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries. He received the Neary Teaching Excellence Award multiple times and was the recipient of the faculty-selected Victor L. Bernard Award for Leadership in Teaching.
Michigan Ross Faculty

ACCOUNTING
Gregory Miller
Ryan Ball
James DeSimpelare
Emily Drogt
Lindsey Gallo
Raffi Indjejikian
Itay Kama
Debra Krolick
Reuven Lehavy
Mihir Mehta
Venkatesh Nagar
James Omartian
Dennis Oswald
Heidi Packard
Eric Ringle
Catherine Shakespeare
Madeline Thompson
Christopher Williams
Jefferson Williams
David Wright
Gwen Yu

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Ted London
Mike Barger
Laura Berdish
John D. Branch
Christina Brown
David Butz
David Canter
Maria Coolican
Cristina Eckhoff
Sarika Gupta
Brian Jones
Andrew Lawlor
Pascale R. Leroueil
Greg Lewis
Christopher Mueller
Rebecca Shark
Jeff Sinclair
Rhonda Todd
David Ulrich

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
Mary Hinesly
Shahnaz Broucek
Cynthia Crawford
Sophia Galifianakis
David Hawkins
Nancy Kotzian
Susan Miller
Andrea Morrow
Paul Nucci
Lisa Pawlik
Attia Qureshi
Tamara Schantz
Amy Young
Sarah Zimmerman

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Jagadeesh Sivadasan
Achyuta Adhvaryu
Thomas Buchmueller
Paul Clyde
Tammy Feldman
Andreas Hagemann
Francine Lafontaine
Tom Lyon
Scott Masten
Iansa Melo Ferreira
Sarah Miller
Anant Nyshadham
Nirupama Rao
Ariel Shwayder
Jagadeesh Sivadasan
Joel Slemrod

BUSINESS LAW
Lynda Oswald
Norman Bishara
Gerald Hargrove
David Hess
Jeremy Kress
Dana Muir
Christina Nechiporchik
Lori Rogala
Cindy Schipani
Jill Schloff
William Thomas

ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES
Erik Gordon
Joshua Botkin
Aaron Dworkin
Vinay Gupta
David Hiemstra
Michael Johnson
Rashmi Menon
James Price
Stewart Thornhill

FINANCE
Amiyatosh Purnanandam
Peter Allen
Sugato Bhattacharyya
Lauren Bigelow
William Lovejoy  
Nigel Melville  
David Mendez  
Mohamed Mostagir  
Tariq Mughal  
Vijay Pandiarajan  
John Silberholz  
Eric Svaan  
Joline Uichanco  
Andrew Wu

**EMERITI**

Wayne Brockbank  
David Brophy  
Barbara Bryant  
George Cameron III  
Kim Cameron  
Dennis Capozza  
Robert Dolan

Gunter Dufey  
Jane E. Dutton  
Claes Fornell  
Thomas Gladwin  
Michael Gordon  
Robert Haessler  
Herbert Hildebrandt  
Eugene Imhoff  
Thomas Kinnear  
William Lanen  
David Lewis  
Kenneth Lieberthal  
Linda Yuen-Ching Lim  
William Moller  
Judith Olson  
Robert E. Quinn  
Priscilla S. Rogers  
Michael Ryan  
Thomas Schriber  
Dennis Severance  
George Siedel  
Valerie Suslow  
Kathleen Sutcliffe  
Jan Svejnar  
Brian Talbot  
James Taylor  
Martin Warshaw  
Karl Weick  
Janet Weiss  
B. Joseph White  
Marina V. N. Whitman  
David Wright  
William Wrobleski  
Martin Zimmerman

leaders and best
guest speaker
Brad was named EY World Entrepreneur of the Year in 2019, selected from the Entrepreneur of the Year winners of 46 countries, after being named overall Entrepreneur of the Year in the United States.

Brad is the founder and executive chairman of Uptake Technologies, an industrial artificial intelligence software company leveraging predictive analytics to enable increased productivity, reliability, and environmental responsibility for industrial operators in 21 countries. Uptake is a Technology Pioneer of the World Economic Forum, was Forbes Startup of the Year in 2015, is a three-time CNBC Disruptor, three-time Forbes Cloud 100, and was ranked third on Forbes AI 50 list.

Brad is a founding investor of Tempus Labs, a leader in the field of data-driven precision medicine. He is a co-founder of Groupon, Echo Global Logistics, MediaOcean, Drivin, Dough, and a founder of the venture capital firm Lightbank.

Brad is an investor (through Lightbank or personally) in Sprout Social, Udemy, Fiverr, Reverb, CrowdRise, GoPuff, Benzinga, and more. He is on the Board of Trustees of Equity Residential, an S&P 500 company.

Brad is the Founder and Curator of WNDR, presenting immersive art+technology, named a Best Immersive Experience by USA Today. From its original location in Chicago, WNDR is expanding to major cities nationally.

He is the Founder and Chairman of Chicago Ideas, one of the world’s largest city based ideas platforms, now in its eleventh year. He is the host of The Upside, a podcast exploring the creative process with iconoclastic thinkers and doers.

He is a founding member of the Board of Advisors of the Zell Lurie Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies at Michigan Ross, and serves on the Board of Advisors of the USC Jimmy Iovine and Andre (‘Dr Dre’) Young Academy for Arts, Technology, and the Business of Innovation.

He is the chairman of Future Founders, a non-profit providing entrepreneurship education to students in underserved communities throughout Chicagoland.

Brad signed The Giving Pledge in 2016, committing to give the majority of his wealth to charitable causes.

Brad is an adjunct professor of entrepreneurship at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. He earned a J.D. cum laude at the University of Michigan Law School and a BBA with honors from Michigan Ross.
Doctor of Philosophy
in Business Administration

Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, Established in 1912
Michael J. Solomon, Dean

GRANTED AND TENTATIVE DEGREES FOR 2022

JAMES CALDERA
BS, Ramapo College of New Jersey
MS, Vanderbilt University
FINANCE
Essays on Macroeconomic Policies and the Prices of Financial Assets

CHRISTINE CHOI
BA, University of Illinois
MS, Seoul National University
STRATEGY
Beyond the Dyad: A Portfolio Perspective of Interfirm Relationships

JAEDO CHOI
BA, Yonsei University
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Essays on International Economics and Economic Growth

TIM DOERING
BS, Friedrich Schiller University Jena
MS, Friedrich Schiller University Jena
MARKETING
Preserving the Non-Physical: Essence and Value Perceptions

MANA HESHMATI
BS, Carnegie Mellon University
MBA, Indiana University
MS, Indiana University
STRATEGY
Essays on Cognition and Firm Performance

MIJEONG KWON
BBA, Yonsei University
MS, Yonsei University
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONS
The Moralization of Intrinsic Motivation

PAUL ORGAN
BS, George Washington University
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Essays in Public Finance and Taxation

VIRGINIA TRAWEEK
BED, Texas A&M University
MS, Texas A&M University
MS, University of Alabama at Birmingham
FINANCE
Essays in Banking
Master of Business Administration

DEGREES GRANTED

Tomlin Mathew Abraham
Adebayo A. Adetosoye
Shao Wen Chang
Gabriel Wynton Doss
Jared Grooms*
Abid Hayat
Jason Alexander Heitzeg*
Akshat Jain
Stephanie Michelle Jennings
Amandeep Sammy Singh Kullar**
Joshua W. McCord
Henry Miller-Davis**
Jen Nwuli
Payal R. Parikh
Alisha Rani Punjabi**
Soumya Sen
Allison Leigh Sirosky*
Shawn Tan
Christopher Eric Thieda
Scott E. Tousa
Mangirish Wagle
Michael David Westcott
Sooji Ha Won

Libby Allison Beck
Sung-Yeon Bu
Sam Buck**
Lindsay Case**
Phakorlux Changsawang**
Debra Gi Chen
Connie Chow
Christina Chung
Kyu Hyung Do
Mary Elizabeth Conroy Grasso**
Heidi Elizabeth Graves
Sri Gulukota
Zachary David Hawkins*
Katherine E. Herron
Toru Hirose
Bohyun Jeon
Minkyu Jung
Bumdoo Kang
Heeseung Kim*
Hoyon Kim
Ketan Girish Kshirsagar
Mejoy Fafadj Lawson
Jeehoon Lee
Daehoon Lim
Joseph Patrick Lubanski*
Yoshihiro Matsushita
Devin Murphy McParlane
Steven E. Miller
Madeline Nykaza
Yoshitomo Okada*
Takahiko Okazaki
Keisuke Omori*
Busik Park
Pawanrat Pasawongse
Adrian Jason Pereira
Hayssam Sabra
Mohit Saggi
Eri Seguin*
Akash Seth
Namrata Sopory
Amanda Danielle Spinner*
Takeshi Suta
Jun Takasuka
Laura Tamayo-Castillo
Teeranuch Tantanasarit
Jonathon Carson Tap
Toru Tokushige*
Yutaka Tomizawa
Kazuhisa Wataru
Lane Wollerton
Frank Patrick Wood**
Justin Woods
Daohong Wu**
Haofei Xie
Chu-Hao Yu
Eliada Ziraj*

CANDIDATES

Sam Abbott
Rachel Elizabeth Abendroth
Alexander Scott Abrams
Devika Agarwal
Rachad Safi Al Ameen
Dimitri Esteban Alejo Giraldo
Perry Alexander
Javier Alejandro Alister Rodriguez
Ramsey Mohamed Aljahmi
Nathan Alston
Stephen Langston Anderson

*Distinction // **High Distinction
Sarah Andes
Aristarchus Abidemi Arowoile
Kellan Arpke
Bobby Arra
Seth Moneer Assam
Richard Rudolph Aste
Michael K. Atchoo
Brandon Michael Azus

B
Stephanie Babij
Claire Babilonia
Colton Babladelis
Gabe Bacarin
Daniel S. Bader
Katie Phillips Bader
Jiyun Bak
Matthew Baker
Brittani Banks
George Bardenheier
Naomi Barker
John L. Bauer
Michael Beals
Zoe Beaumier
Perica Bell
Ray Beneventano
Dylan Shane Bennett
Rohit Beria
Brittany Betham
Leslie Mak Beverley
Abhijit Bhoite
Marissa Bialecki
Glenn Robert Biddinger
Claire Bissa
Joshua Thomas Bitterman
Adam Michael Blauzvern
Alan Boesing
Jaume Boneta Seco
Amanda K. Bourlier
Joshua Louis Bourque
Jazmin D. Branch
David Brennan
Amelia Brinkerhoff
Kendra Broad
Nick Broady
Caroline Brockett
Patrick Riley Brooks
Mark Joseph Ignazio Bruno
Kyle Justin Keolani Brunsmann
Maria Gabrielle Garcia Bucchi
Joseph Burch
Lyndy Elle Burnett
Andrea Marie Bustamante
Phenix Damalli Byrd

C
Pilar Cabezas
Tomáš Cabrero
Alexandra Elizabeth Callahan
Jake Calzavara
James Camarda
Paul Douglas Capp
Philip Cappello
Christian Clark Carlson
Arianna Sofia Cassani
Monishita Chandra
Christopher Chang
Brian Chapman
Brett Charville
Eric Chen
Will Chen
Josephine Cheng
Joy Chiang
Kara Chill
Konstantinos Chiotinis
Gustavo Fortes Chohfi
Katharine Marie Chute
Katherine Driscoll Cima
Timothy Clancy
Evangelina Clapp
Taylor Clark
Meg Cleary
Molly Click
Austin Clowes
Matt Cohen
Christopher David Connolly
Zachary S. Conte
Marissa Ariel Cooper
Claire Covner
Joe Crabtree
Chaztine Alice Crayne
Ryan P. Crayne
Ariel Cruz
Diego Alonso Cueva Chamorro
Andrew Cupero

D
Brian Daniels
Andrew Darvin
Wesley William Davis
Rafaela de Marsillac Garcia
Dev Desai
Vishal Krishnakant Desai
Matthew Dinwiddie
Thomas Matthew Doherty II
Shayon Donaldson
Aditya A. Doshi
Benjamin Dresser
Patricé Jayne Drummond
Julie Duchemin
Joe Duggan
Steven Palmer Dunkleth

E
Sneha Edupuganti
Carolyn Edwards
Danielle Eisenberg
Gamal Elbialy
Ahmed El-Mesiri
Erica Kathleen Elias
Sean R. Ellsworth
Douglas Martineau Ely
Jordan Enos
Michelle Erikson
Fernando Espino Casas
Chikodi Lucy Rita Etike
Onyekachi Ezirike

F
Mark Walid Farha
Mia Ji Xin Farnham
Oluwabunmi Omolabake Fatodu
Hannah Anne Fedje-Johnston
Marian Omidiji
Hannah Ong
Paul Kwabena Osei
Evan Michael Otero Gilmer
Jack Walden Owen III
Anthony William Owens
Samer Ozeir

Peter Pacult
Andrew Paine
Tej Paladugu
Tiago Palauro Da Cunha
Maksym Palazov
Yangrong Pan
Claire Elizabeth Pardington
Julie Parisi
Junghoon Park
Chelsea Parker
Jai Keli Parson
Gilbert Pasquale
Harshavardhan Yeshwant Patankar
Leslie Patch
Anuj Patel
Jahnvi Bharat Patel
Parag Pravin Patel
Rakesh Patel
Jonathan Andrew Paul
Alex Peaslee
Sydney Peters
Kelly A. Peuquet
Carlotta Pham
Jeffrey Michael Pieti
Tyler Wesley Pietz
Joe Pike
Olivia Pimm
Eric Pinsker
Sean Patrick Plunkett
Mark John Poll
Whitney DaGail Pollard
Jessica Ponticelli
Marcelo Pozzani da Rocha

R
Gaurav Raj
Janani Raj
Niyanta Rajpoot
Isabel M. Randolph
Anindita Ravikumar
Mary Gentry Reed
Joe Reibel
Josh Reid
Jie Ren
Andre Renno Goes
Garrett Repp
Amy Melissa Ribar
Benjamin Solomon Richer
Bryan Ricketts
Joe Ripple
Todd M. Roark
Bridger M. Rodoni
Matt Rosales
Ben Royce
Nicholas Joseph Rubello
Ben Rudolph
Justin Rufen-Blanchette
Aaron M. Ruff
Cody Russell
Mary Lindsay Ryan

S
Alexia Marissa Sabogal
Javier Manuel Saenz de la Pascua
Sujay Sahay
Colleen Marie-Sullivan Sain
Shota Saito
Candance Bethany Samuel
Daniela Sanchez
Christian Heinrich Sander
Ben Sanford
Amarpal Singh Sarao
Julie Sarne
Megha Savla
Kellen Scarpitto
Conrad Schaitberger
Cameron C. Scharchburg Beyer
Kathleen Marie Schauer
Andrea Schelrinck
Thomas Edward Schriefer
Chris Schweiger
Anna Wolcott Searle
Ryan Seguin
Nora Bossu Sennett
Lauren J. Senter
Anton Sergheiu Civ
Steven Shamanski
Anya Shapiro
Sachin Sharma
Charlie Shen
Jaafar Shwaish
Matthew Owen Siegel
Alekandar Siljanovski
Jack Simmons
Russell John Simon
Danny Simone
Alyssa Singer
Daljeet Singh
Gurdeep Singh
Jai Singh
Vaishnnavi Sitarama
Allison Lauren Smith
Christine Smith
Henry Thomas Smith
Jacqueline Amanda-Close Smith
Markyth Triennell Smith
Aamir Sohail
Ali Solouk
Patrick Lee Spry
Thomas Steichen
Alex Reid Steinberg
Bekki Steinman
Michael Stephen
Ian Stefan Stewart
Gabi Stone
Emily Catherine Strait
Krista Su
Balakrishnan Subramanian
Brahadeeshwar Sundararaju
Ramkrishna Surendran
Caroline Suttlehan
Margot Swank
T
Zachary Charles Taft
Jun Takahashi
Masaki Takahashi
Mitali Tambe
Ana Alexandra Taylor
Eric Reiss Tellem
Ashwin Telukuntla
Lindsey Thibodeau
Bradley Edward Thomas
Raphael Thomas
Christopher Albert Thompson
Vijay Tilwan
Puneeth Suri Tirunagari
Aurelia Jeanne Tishkoff
Ellen Elizabeth Tomljanovic
Jacqueline Trager
Robert Transou
Grace Truckenbrod

U
Lars F. Urbaniak

V
Keshav Parashar Vanam
Chelsea Nicole VanderWiele
Kalayarat Vanich
Nicole Veit
Kartik Verma
Anna Viers
Jessica C. Vila-Goulding
Tanner Jay Vinton

W
Elizabeth Wallace
Michael Walsh
Jason Wang
Adrienne Watts
Carl Lee Weedman
Chinthaka Thusara Weerappuli
Christina E. Weiberg
Katie Wheeler
Jackie Whittaker
Michael Edward Williams
Allison Winstel
Christopher George Wolk
Josh Wollman

X
Y.C. Wong
Anita Helen Oyono Wright
Louisa Karin Wruck
Nancy Wu
Yanhao Wu

X
Annie Xie
Jade Xu

Y
Himabindu Yamana
Courtney Yancey
Linda Yang
Jennifer Lindsay Young

Z
Marisa Zelip
Eva N. Zenilman
Andrew Zhang
Li Zhang
Chuck Zhou
Erik Zorn
Steve Zubrzycki

John S. An
Alex Block
Thomasina Camarda
Wei Chen
Xiaoqiong Chen
Ryan Coleman
Aayush Damani
Eric Fortin
Andrew Green
Sophie Elisabeth Hardig
Vyacheslav Istomin
Jutos Jakkachawadol

Sinho Jung
Takeshi Kokubun
Duangjai Korsutjarit
John Lee
Sirimon Makarananda
Sean McConville
Chompooonoot Monchaitrakul
Vidur Munjal
Yuzuru Nakashima
Shota Nakatsuka
David Brendon Norris
Naoto Ozawa

Sheena Sriniti Patterson
Didsayachai Prirungruang
Amarjeet Singh Sahota
Scott Schenkelberg
David Silvers
Dennis William Smith
Jeffrey Michael Tomevi
Kalayarat Vanich
Michael Yee
Derek Zheng
Master of Accounting

CANDIDATES

A
Bekhzod Farkhod Aliev
Mohamed Atoui

B
Christopher John Baird
Matthew Scott Blanker
Cameron Matthew Bock
Marlee Bromberg

C
Samuel Timothy Chang
Julia Elizabeth Chapman
Lina Chen
You Jia Chen
Yutong Cheng
Roger Lawrence Crimmins

D
Aryanna Marie Dadabbo
Wei Dong
Nicholas Dunlap
Thomas Edward Dye

E
Hassan Elhajdiab

F
Xuehan Fang
Darryl Adena Frank
Matthew Adam Frazin
Michael Thomas Frost

G
Benjamin William Glasco
Ruben Greenstein
Nicholas Gullo

H
Isabella Rose Hanna
Joshua Gregory Hartman
Michelle Amanda Henderson
Olivia Teuma Hesse

J
Shuyao Jiang
Ruoxuan Jiao

K
Kevin Eugene Kapanowski
Emmeline Shanna Koo
Paige Charlotte Kovach

L
Jing Lao
Timothy William Leighton Jr.
Huimin Li
Minlin Liao
Siyuan Liu
Anna Lopez
Siyu Lu
Emma Platt Luntz

M
Ghassan Mohanna
Christopher Morgan-Martin
Alexandru Gabriel Munteanu
Carl David Myers

N
Ari Max Nadler
Joshua Michael Nelson

O
Brendan Patrick O’Reilly

P
Ximeng Pan
Justin Taeyong Park
Ning Peng
Hunter Scott Principe

Q
Leyan Qin
Ruoxin Qiu

R
William Paul Reasoner

S
Lee A. Shapiro
George Samuel Shara
Michael Dylan Sternbach
Maxwell Benjamin Strahb
Minori Suzuki

V
Hayley Vassallo
Olivia DeMary Vitton

W
Shea Rose Walsh
Hongshan Wang
Qiuqi Wu

X
Haoxiang Xu

Y
Rui Yang

Z
Megan Margaret Zebrowski
Matthew Steven Zeni
Wancheng Zhang
Yiyun Zhang
Mingkun Zhou
Xuan Zhou
Jingyan Zhu
Master of Management

DEGREES GRANTED
Margaret Patricia Sliney

CANDIDATES

A
Kamryn Blair Abraskin
Sarah Iman Aftab
Meredith Ainsworth
Katelyn Albrecht
Sierra Rae Alley-Wright
Delores Korkor Ami Narh
Rhett Andersen
Emily S. Argersinger
Afrah Arif
Selina Asamoah
Nayib Asis Elizalde
Hakan Atillasoy
Salma Awad

B
Courtney J. Bagnall
Laura Bazzi
Juliana Braga Beduschi
Megan L. Bellottie
Benjamin Manley Boss
Collin Christopher Brink
Jacob Samuel Broder
Katherine May Bunnell
Katherine Ann Burney

C
Christopher Sullivan Canning Jr.
Katia Gabrielle Carrady Otero
Jake Donovan Carroll
Isabel Bailey Chaney
Arjun Chauhan
Mengjie Chen
Tsung-Wen Cheng
Joseph T. Correll
Poppy Eva Mae Cox

D
Phoebe Eleanor Danaher
Jared Lyle Davis
Vincent Qu Dee
Madeleine Jane Delgado
Mason Dial
Jason C. Ding
Elizabeth Duus
Heather Duval
Micah Alexander Duwell

E
Dylan Elmer
Mohammad Ali Emtiaz

F
Nicholas Faulkner
Ellen Ann Finn
Clara Lucille Freeman

G
Katherine Elizabeth Galzerano
Heather Marie Gaynor
Nathan Lee Geddes
Cameron Michael Gorny
Marie Louise Grace
Melissa Grembi
Natalia Lynn Grinenko
Nicholas Gawain Guy

H
Lingyi Hang
Shon Harris
Isabelle B. Hasslud
Caroline Elizabeth Hauck
Shanwei He
Joseph Robert Henry
Daniela E. Hernandez
Isabel Horowitz
Chung Chien Huang

I
Sabrina Aleksandrovna Ivanenco

J
Jered Brent Jackson
Isabelle Jacobs
Katie Elizabeth Jacobs
Steven Michael Jean
Peter A. Joel
Kendl Gere’ Johnston-Tinsley
Joshua William Johr

K
Benjamin Philip Keller
Allison Suzanne Kench
Lindsey Sue Kerr
Ashley Elizabeth Kim
Alexandria Amira Kizy
Carly Amanda Klein
Damon Klein
Jackson Patrick Klein
Matthew Robert Kronenberg
Onasis Ljubisa Krstevski

L
Arjun Lama
Brian Michael Leakan
Shaohua Li
Yetong Li
Daniela Lugo
Emma Catherine Luniewicz
Yizhe Lyu
M
Matthew MacMichael
Yuchen Mao
Alexis Ann Margett
Alia Martin
Hannah Simone Marx
Natalie Mateju
Lindsay Mattia
Jason Stephen Meisel
Eric Joshua Menendez
Christine Anne Mestdagh
Daniela Erin Levenson Mirell
Christina Elizabeth Molnar
Justin Glenn Moore
Jack Barry Mullally

N
Nadia Noelle Nafal
Zhitao Nie
Lindsay Devon Noah
Maxwell Jacob Norris
Emily G. Northway

O
Sarah Kathleen O’Donnell
Talia Aghavni Oknayan
Thomas Hewitt Olson
Madison Christine O’Reilly

P
Emily Papale-Homm
Charles Jackson Pilon
Sofie Pontre
Charlotte Grace Powers
Akash Prabhakar

Q
Dorothy Qi

R
Spandan Pratik Rath
Ao Ren
Joonkoo Rhee

S
Madison Sabbath
Zirak Sajjad
Joseph Salvato
Webb Pike Sarris
Mithali Kishore Savanth
Carla Marie Schaefer
Karson Schenk
Sarah Anne Schepis
Lauryn Hope Schneider
Abby Elizabeth Schuetze
Keirra Scott
Sarah Shaffer
Kayla Ann Sharp
Arjun Sheth
Benjamin Gabriel Shovers
Maggie Ryan Shrader
Aditya Ramakant Singhal
Alexis Ann Sommerville
Jess Speight
Matthew Thomas Stelmaszek
Connor Stemme
Jordan Sternblitz
Samantha Megan Stoloff
Samantha Striar
Arielle V. Sturr
Sabryn Estelle Szczepanski

T
Maxine Jewel Taskin
Caroline Margaret Taub
Courtney Thoren
John Clayton Tipton
Brooke Elizabeth Tjerrild
Ross Todd
Haley Shae Veronica Truglia
Hwai-Shian Tseng

V
Rachel Nicole van Gelder
Jessica Pallavi Vinagolu-Baur

W
Emma Walsh
Fengbeiling Wang
Wenqing Wang
Zachary Lawrence Wein
Arielle Leigh Weissman
Melanie Elizabeth Wells
Abigail Wikol
Raymond Arthur Wilger
Eleanor M. Winkler
Molly Elizabeth Wyett

X
Lucy Xu

Y
Isabella Grace Young
Wen Yu
Taeyoung Justin Yun

Z
Nizam Zaher
Jackson Joseph Zaugg
Master of Supply Chain Management

GRADUATES

Chun-Si Chang
Yanxiang Cui
Maya Genson
Aman Neha Jiten Gogri
Allyson Hikido
Christion N. Hill
Anihant K. Jain*
Konrad W. Jeppesen*
Davis Christopher Kasper

Yunjie Lai
Jiajing Li
Yuanjing Li
Loren Bailey Murphy
Manan Narula
Narendhiran Natarajan
Hoon Park**
Shreyas Poddar**
Akkshath Kumar Soundarrarajan**

Tong Su*
Shyam Ramasagara Sudheendra**
Aniketh Visai
Wenzhao Yang
Jie Yu
Xia Yu
Yinan Zeng
Peibo Zhang**

CANDIDATES

Sabrina Rayne Archer

CANDIDATES

Zhuoyan Bai
Griffin Jack Baker
Erik Ball
Ankit Banerjee
Arani Basu
Shraddha Batra
Siddhant Behera
Ruiji Cai
Yiwen Cai
Isabella Kathryn Case
Saideeapa Chama
Hong Chen
Zheyu Chen
Junho Cho
Wenxin Cui
Bhumika Das
Andrew Nolan Denk
Jian Ding
Sara Dwivedi
Irem Erdogan
Xinrong Fang
Alexander H. Fedje-Johnson
Matthew Ethan Frey
Pranav Gala
Yuchen Gu
Fou He
Alvin Hermiz
Chuoxin Huang

Jing Huang
Daniel Tomas Hult
Linda Ivanovic
Gaoyuan Ji
Feiran Jiang
Xin Jiang
Aditya Ashwani Kapoor
Sun Jung Kim
Girish Kumar
Xiang Li
Yueying Li
Eric Liang
Chih An Lin
Mingjian Liu
Yueting Liu
Deepank Mangal
Zachary F. Mansour
Yash Mehta
William Grady Miller
Natalie Nicole Montas
Jingxuan Mu
Mrunalini Nalla
John Earl Nixon Jr.
Samaakhyra P
Dipesh Kaushikbhai Patel
Jiaying Peng
Joost Xavier Plaetinck
Jier Qian

Bharat Radhakrishnan
Sangya Rai
Tia John Ramapuram
Daokun Shang
Zhaoxuan Shi
Yao Song
Liang Su
Yun Wen Su
Edwin Sungkono
Jonas Taghavi
Chung Ling Tao
Arjav Kamlesh Tolia
Xinyu Tong
Meng En Tsai
Hung Chun Wang
Jianxiao Wang
Liao Wang
Minghan Wang
Tianchi Wang
Sara Kay Wujciak
Tingting Xie
Xiuge Yu
Nanyu Zhang
Zijian Zhao
Yusaha Zhou
Minjie Zhu
Bachelor of Business Administration

DEGREES GRANTED

AUG 21

Vivek Chinimilli
Mackenzie James
Emmett Morehead

Benjamin Padover*
Connor Matthew Page*

DEGREES GRANTED

DEC 21

Andrew Michael Wright Armstrong
Mark Theodore Cappaert C
Kate V. Carlton**
Emma L. Chang C
Grace Yeeun Chang
Aleksei Genia

Krystal Hur
Muhammad Faaiz Hussain
Cory Michael Nierman M
Neha Paragi C
Alexa Aishwarya Rathi
Joseph Anthony Rodrigues

Stephanie Shoo C
Parth Valecha A
Guobibi Wang S
Marc Gabriel Ybarra
Lawna Zhang

CANDIDATES

APR 22

A

Malik Abbasi
Julia Claire Abramson
Lily Katherine Ackerman
Brianna Renee Ackley
Madeline Hannah Adler
Joshua Alexio Afshani
Savannah Vikas Ahluwalia
Oliver Jonak Akhtarzad
Stephen Ringo Alessandro
Cassandra A. Alexe
Neha Allathur
Lou Alpert
Grant Edmund Andrews
Kenneth Michael Andrysiak Jr.
Arun Subbiah Annamalai
Justin Applefield P
Andrew Arias
John Arias
Adhavan Arivalagan
Drew Armonson
Vivianne G. Assor
Alexander Xavier Atkins
Emilio Avitia

B

Andrew Babyak
Matthew Steven Bachand
Anuja Bagri
Matthew Solomon Bahar
Robert Alexander Banas
Matthew Gearen Barbato
Brett Isaac Barr
Adam Nasser Bazzi
Daymon Beechler
Joseph Michael Behrmann
David Belei
Karla Kapri Bell
Keaton Edward Bell
Connor Charles Bellitti
Habib Gbolahan Bello
Juan Pablo Enrico Benedetto
Matthew Benson
Cole Scott Berens
Keaton Elliott Berger
Jordyn Hope Bertman
Tarun Sai Bhadri
Neha Bharat
Ayan Bhattacharya
Neeti Bhutada

Benjamin Donald Bishop
Thomas John Blitchok
Phoebe Jane Block
Catherine Laura Blumberg
Ben Boeke
Jack Aaron Boekeloo
Vishwas Bonthala
Andrew Wade Booher
Madeline Faith Borman
Andrew J. Bornstein
Ari Bosse
David Michael Botos
Timothy James Bowers
Nathan Joseph Boyd
Benjamin Lawrence Brady
Sarah Mackenzie Brice
Keyahna Bryant
Robert Ferdinand Buhring
Lucy Alice Buie
Taylor Nicole Bump
Matthew Burgess

C

Kaylin Alexis Cady
Kevin Patrick Callan
Hadley Louise Camp

S Summa Cum Laude // M Magna Cum Laude // C Cum Laude // * Distinction // ** High Distinction
P Planned December 2022 U-M dual degree graduate
Thomas Christopher Moore
Sarah Michelle Morgan
Jordan Reed Morris
Jeh Zubin Mory
Lily Moss
Hrush Motwani
David Muso

Karthik Valliappan Nagappan
Jahnavi Kumari Nalamolu
Aaron Scott Nath
Anders M. Nelson
Catherine Yung Neubrand
Jonathan Ng
Sara W. Ng
Supreet Kaur Nirman
Anuraag Sai Nisankararao
Taylor Noren
Meghana Nyalakonda

Brian Matthew O'Connor
Suibhne Ó Foighil
Michelle Ayikailey Okine
Alyssa Ashley Ondrus
Izaak Connor Ossege

Joseph French Page V
Sunitha Devi Palat
Ria Paradkar
Hannah Park
Jongbu Park
Vay Parmar
Ankit Patel
Romin K. Patel
Riya Patil
Lorenzo Jose Patino
Jacob Thomas Paton
Drew Pedersen
Conrad Pentaleri
William Peralta
Gabrielle Carmen Perez
Ashley Sophia Persson
Samantha Nicole Perlman
Jonah Perna

Matthew John Person
Matthew Plonskier
Jack Conover Plowman
George A. Poincot Ponce
Andrew D. Poortenga
Albi Popaj
Shankar Prabhu
Jonathan Gabriel Prober
Jenna Kay Probst
Emily Grace Prokop
Emily Prostko
Bella Concetta Pryor
Brooke R. Pujols

Katherine Beany Quinn
Sandie Quinn

Nic Ragon
Prithvi P. Rajagopal
Yukta Rakesh
Rahul Ramesh
Caitlin Emily Ramirez
Elizabeth Ann Randall
Milind Sobhan Rao
Rhianna Marie Reamer
Veton Redzepli
Alexander Matthew Reiner
Austin Edward Remick
Fallon Marie Renehan
Samuel Reyzelman
Andrew Owen Roberts
Tyler Daniel Roberts
Alexander Richard Rodriguez
Elena Frances Rollinger
Jake Roschelle
Allyson Elizabeth Rosenbaum
Sadie Rosenberg
Samantha Rosenberg
Eli Samuel Rossman
Gavin P. Roth
Michael Tyler Thorne Rourke
Joshua Rub
Brandon Seth Rubin
Owen Lynch Rupp
Aidan Anderson Rynbrandt

Leo Sanford Sabin
Gustavo Sacramento
Pallab K. Saha
Gerald Sambaer III
Casey Hannah Sanders
Adithya Sanjay
Jor-El C. Santos
Quinton Sappington
Natasha Michaella Saputra
Nathan Sardarian
Sindy D. Sariev
Juliana Marie Schaffer
Mia Jocelyn Schatz
Joshua Cole Schectman
Phoebe Johanna Schmid
Lea Anouk Schmitt
Rachel Schonbaum
Parker Anderson Schubert
Claire Michelle Schuchard
Arianna Seir
Bradley Neal Sellers
Srishti Senthil
Daniel Serra
Matthew David Shafer
Nicholas James Shaman
Manasi Sharma
Nicholas Aaron Shechtman
Richard Shi
Jeein Shim
Braden Eric Shugarman
Nisreen Shukairy
Cara Brianne Siegel
Hannah Siegel
Michael Sikand
Clayton James Simmon
Michael Eli Simon
Alayna A. Simonds
Kirathi Arighna Sindhwani
Amritha Sivakumaran
Kayva Sivan
Ananya Sivaraman
Garet Anthony Skinner
Aianna Marie Smith
Danielle Smith
Willa Ivy Sobel
Summer Rose Soffer
Denis S. Sorel
Sara E. Sotirov
Jack Harrison Spencer
Jacqueline Marlene Spizizen
Maddie Springer
Vaibhav Srinivasan
Jason Colin Stahlman
Stefani Georgieva Stamova
Tanner Allen Stevens
Allison Anne Stewart
Zachary Stoloff
Alexandria Strecker
Tom Sukboontip
Mingxuan Sun
Ryan Lindsay Tacher
Benjamin Donald Tahmoush
Mustafa Kauser Tamhawalla
Anish Prakash Tamhaney
Katherine Ann Tanja
Evans Robert Nicholas Theros
Lauryn Thomas
John William Todd
Margaret Annette Toll
Stephan Shant Topouzian
Matthew R. Torey
Jharna N. Tripathi
Jung Tuan
T
Oleksandr Umanets
Sarah Unterhalter
Yusuf Ibrahim Uzhunnan
V
Bennett David VanSolkema
Gianluca Giuliano Vassalli
Himansu R. Vepamakula
Simon Verghese
Akul Vijayvargiya
Johanne Tamara Vincent
Arjun T. Vivek
Mary S. Vogler
Manasi Vohra
Jacob Loyal Voight
Derek William von Hake
Sidney Kathleen Vranesh
Jenny Diem Vu
W
Brandon H. Wagstaff
Philip Ben Wah III
Rubani Walia
Zachary Fowler Walls
Emily Wang
Ivan Wang
Lilly Wang
Muyang Wang
Serena Wang
Jagjeet Tushar Wani
Kenneth Ray Washpon
Sara Marie Weber
Thomas Christopher Weiss
Payton Wetzel
Jake Alberts Whitehead
Eugene Anthony Williams
Sydney Mariah Williams
Alec David Winden
Justin R. Witmondt
Morgan Witt
Joseph Levi Wolberg
Andrew James Wright
Grace Evelyn Wroldsen
Nicholas James Wu
Ricky K.L. Wu
Zachary Michael Wu
X
Katherine Xie
Robert Bin Xu
Y
Hailey Danielle Yaffa
Kevin Nilusha Yahampath
Jessica Jing Yang
Katherine Yang
Keri Yang
Richard Ye
Jacob Bradley Yellen
Suzanna Mey Yik
Alexander Michael Yoder
Richard Hanbit Yoo
Jenny Yu
Xiaoman Yuan
Xincheng Yuan
Z
Alexander David Zaliagiris
Mia Zapata
Mihir Zaveri
Aaron Zelmanov
Cynthia Zhang
Jessica Zhang
Joyce Zhang
Kevin Zhang
Michael Zhang
Anthony Hongxiang Zhao
Catherine Y. Zheng
Chubo Zhou
Jane Zhou
Simona Zhu
Henry Alec Zlotnick

CANDIDATES

Sarah Suzanne Bindon
Henry Hu
Janavi Krishnan
Derek Kuo
Jonah Nikolas Matthews
welcome alumni
2022
Dear Graduates,

Congratulations on your graduation! On behalf of the Alumni Board of Governors, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the Michigan Ross alumni community.

Commencement, and joining the alumni community, marks the beginning of a new chapter in your lives—and it’s an opportunity to continue to strengthen your connection to Michigan Ross. This will look different for each of you, but when you arrive in your geographical destination, I encourage you to reach out to your local alumni club and continue the tradition of offering your time and support to current students and fellow alumni.

We are an engaged alumni base, represented in 111 countries around the world, and our contributions maintain our reputation as the leaders and best in business.

No matter where your career takes you, Michigan Ross is committed to helping you succeed by providing personalized benefits throughout your lifetime.

On the following page, you will find a description of the incredible resources at your disposal through the Alumni Advantage program. Whether you participate in one of the 50 Michigan Ross alumni clubs around the world, take advantage of discounted tuition on select Executive Education courses, or enjoy the many other opportunities available, I know you’ll find your unique way to stay connected to Michigan Ross. Welcome to our community! We are deeply proud to stand alongside you as alumni.

Go Blue!

Nicole A. Smith // MBA ’11
President, Michigan Ross Alumni Board of Governors

JOIN ONE OF 50 ALUMNI CLUBS WORLDWIDE
Amazing things are in store for you!
We are excited to support you throughout your career. Experience the power of the Michigan Ross alumni network through Alumni Advantage.

NETWORKING AND EVENTS   Michigan Ross connections are invaluable. With more than 54,000 alumni across 111 countries, you’re never alone. Attend events to expand your network and receive compelling industry insights.

CAREER RESOURCES   From navigating career pivots to starting new ventures, you will receive the insight you need to make your next move. Get personalized, one-on-one advice from our expert staff to help you achieve your goals. You also have access to our online databases, webinars, job boards, and networks such as the Michigan Ross alumni LinkedIn group.

LIFELONG LEARNING   The dynamic world of business never stops evolving, so we support your educational needs as they grow. As a Michigan Ross alum, you have the opportunity to receive discounted tuition for select Executive Education open enrollment courses, you can earn certificates offered by Michigan Online at no cost, you can access alumni-specific Kresge resources, and have the opportunity to attend Ross and other U-M webinars such as the Positive Links Speaker Series, Finance Lecture Series, and Alumni Club Speaker Events.

VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES   Alumni play a critical role in the student experience at Michigan Ross. Volunteering is a great way to promote your organization, recruit world-class talent, and make a difference in students’ lives. Offer mentorship and advice to students, or support clubs and events. Gain fresh perspectives, collaborate on challenges, or discover your next intern—the possibilities are endless.

Visit michiganross.umich.edu/alumni to learn more.
Hail! to the victors valiant,
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes,
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the leaders and best.

Hail! to the victors valiant,
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes,
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the champions of the West.
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Jordan B. Acker
Huntington Woods
Michael J. Behm
Grand Blanc
Mark J. Bernstein
Ann Arbor
Paul W. Brown
Ann Arbor
Sarah Hubbard
Okemos
Denise Ilitch
Bingham Farms
Ron Weiser
Ann Arbor
Katherine E. White
Ann Arbor
Mary Sue Coleman
(ex officio)

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Mary Sue Coleman
President
Tom Baird
Vice President for Development
Geoffrey Chatas
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Sally J. Churchill
Vice President and Secretary of the University
Susan M. Collins
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Rebecca Cunningham
Vice President for Research
Debasish Dutta
Chancellor, University of Michigan-Flint
Domenico Grasso
Chancellor, University of Michigan-Dearborn
Martino Harmon
Vice President for Student Life
Chris Kolb
Vice President for Government Relations
Timothy Lynch
Vice President and General Counsel
Kallie Bila Michels
Vice President for Communications
Ravi Pendse
Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer
Marschall S. Runge
Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs